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Background

Research question

How do Chestnut’s Binalyzer, 
Sysfilter and Confine compare 

when performing system call set 
extraction on various 

configurations of the busybox 
application?

Results

Methodology

System calls are a primary way in which applications 
communicate with the kernel. By default, Linux allows a process 

to invoke every system call. By sandboxing the process and 
allowing only the system calls that are required for functionality, 
we can reduce the attack surface of an application. Getting this 

set of system calls is difficult to do by hand, and therefore 
automated tools have been developed to automate this process. 
In this research, we focus on Chestnut’s Binalyzer[1], Sysfilter[2] 
and Confine[3]. Chestnut and Sysfilter perform static analysis on 
binaries, while Confine analyses a Docker container and analyzes 

all binaries ran during the container’s lifetime.

Busybox is a binary which contains lightweight versions of several 
other binaries, intended for use in embedded applications. 

Busybox is configurable, in the sense that a developer is able to 
choose which applications (called applets) get included in the 

compilation process.
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Busybox configuration
We compile busybox in the following configurations: 
Default: The default configuration of busybox
Minimal: A configuration containing a minimal amount of features
All applets: A configuration containing all possible applets while keeping default settings
Maximal: A configuration containing all applets, all settings are enabled.
Cat: Similar to Minimal, but with the cat applet included in compilation.
For the maximal configuration, we create a configuration with debugging options disabled 
and another with debugging options enabled. For Cat, we keep the default settings related 
to the applet and create another (Cat minimal)  with all of these settings disabled. 

Confine containers
In order to run confine, each binary needs to be run in a 
Docker container. To do this, we copy the binary to a 
Docker image and use a script to ensure the binary is 
running during the container’s lifetime. We create 
multiple scripts and analyze Confine’s performance on 
each one. One script continually invokes the binary, 
while another script attempts to mimic regular usage of 
the binary.

Chosen applications
In this research, we analyze two 
applications: busybox and cat. Cat is 
used as a minimal example, and used 
to compare against busybox in the 
specific case where busybox is 
compiled to only include the 
functionality of cat. We also make a 
distinction between stripped and 
unstripped binaries.

Conclusion

Sysfilter performs significantly better than Binalyzer on stripped binaries, however, it was not able to complete the analysis of 
the configuration where all settings were enabled. On unstripped binaries, Sysfilter was able to complete analysis of all 

binaries, but was outperformed by Binalyzer on all binaries except the ones it was not able to analyze without debug symbols. 
Sets extracted with Binalyzer did not change between stripped and unstripped binaries. Binalyzer scaled significantly worse 
than Sysfilter as more complexity was added to the binary. Confine performed worse than both Binalyzer and Sysfilter, and 

both scripts resulted in the same system call sets.

B - Set extracted by Binalyzer
S - Set extracted by Sysfilter
C - Set extracted by Confine
B ∩ S - The intersection of B and S in cases where n(S)≠0
The legend to the right is used for both figures


